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The sequential probability ratio test for
multidimensional adaptive testing with
between-item multidimensionality
Nicki-Nils Seitz1 & Andreas Frey2

Abstract
It is examined whether the unidimensional Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) can be productively combined with multidimensional adaptive testing (MAT). With a simulation study, it is
investigated whether this combination results in more accurate simultaneous classifications on two
or three dimensions compared to several instances of unidimensional adaptive testing (UCAT) in
combination with SPRT. The number of cut scores, and the correlation between the dimensions
measured were varied. The average test length was mainly influenced by the number of cut scores
(one, four) and the adaptive algorithm (MAT, UCAT). With MAT, a lower average test length was
achieved in comparison to the UCAT. It is concluded that MAT will result in a higher percentage
of correct classifications than UCAT when more than two dimensions are measured.
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Multidimensional adaptive testing (MAT) is a special approach to the assessment of two
or more latent abilities in which the selection of the test items presented to the examinee
is based on the responses given by the examinee to previously administered items (e.g.,
Frey & Seitz, 2009). The main advantage of MAT is its capacity to substantially increase
measurement efficiency compared to sequential testing or unidimensional computerized
adaptive testing (UCAT). Most of the studies on MAT are focusing its application for
assessing individual abilities located on continuous scales. Currently, only very little is
known about the capabilities of MAT regarding the classification of test takers to one of
several ability categories (e.g., pass vs. fail). To fill in this gap, the present paper focuses
on the combination of MAT with the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT; e.g., Kingsbury & Weiss, 1983; Reckase, 1983). The SPRT is a classification method that already
has been used successfully in combination with UCAT (e.g., Eggen, 1999; Eggen &
Straetmans, 2000; Spray & Reckase, 1996; Thompson, 2007b).
Regarding MAT, Spray, Abdel-fattah, Huang, and Lau (1997) made an attempt to modify the SPRT in order to use it with MAT based on items with within-item multidimensionality. Items with within-item multidimensionality are allowed to measure more than
one dimension simultaneously (Wang, Wilson, & Adams, 1997). Dealing with withinitem multidimensionality, the multidimensional item response theory (IRT) model used
with MAT is a compensatory model (e.g., Reckase, 2009). With such an IRT-model, the
linear combination of the abilities measured leads to a curvilinear function. Therefore,
the test statistic of the SPRT, which is a likelihood ratio test, cannot be updated by two
unique values required by the SPRT. For details, see Spray et al. (1997). Considering
multidimensional pass-fail tests, Spray and colleagues did not find a satisfactory solution
for implementing a multidimensional SPRT into such a MAT.
Nevertheless, from a practical point of view, tests entailing items measuring exactly one
dimension each (between-item multidimensionality) are much more common than tests
based on an item pool with within-item multidimensionality. Hence, the present paper
focusses on the combination of MAT and SPRT for items with between-item multidimensionality. Note that when the MAT approach of Segall (1996) is used for items with
between-item multidimensionality, information from items which measure one dimension is used as LQIRUPDWLRQDERXWWKHSHUVRQ¶VVFRUHRQRWKHUGLPHQVLRQV7KLVis done by
incorporating assumption about the multivariate ability distribution in terms of correlations between the measured dimensions. Several studies showed that using this information results in substantial increase in measurement efficiency compared to using several unidimensional adaptive tests (e.g., Frey & Seitz, 2010; Luecht, 1996). Moreover,
Wang and Chen (2004) showed that the measurement efficiency of MAT increases with
increasing correlations and also with an increasing number of dimensions. Thus, in tests
measuring several abilities, assumed to be moderately or highly correlated, MAT will
generally outperform UCAT when the derivation of ability scores on continuous scales is
the aim.
Nevertheless, not much is known about potential benefits of MAT compared to UCAT
when classifications should be made. The results derived from the studies focusing on
the estimation of abilities on continuous scales cannot directly be transferred to using
MAT for classification purposes, because the SPRT is not based on the provisional abil-
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ity estimates which are estimated in the process of adaptive testing. Thus, a potential
advantage of MAT compared to UCAT can only be caused by using the correlation
between the measured dimensions for item selection. Therefore, it is unclear whether
and, if so, how strongly the number of dimensions measured and the magnitude of the
correlations influences the test performance of the SPRT in terms of the classification
efficiency.
Hence, the purpose of this article is threefold:
1.

To demonstrate how the SPRT approach can be used in combination with MAT
with between-item multidimensionality.

2.

To investigate potential gains in the classification efficiency of SPRT in combination with MAT compared to several unidimensional adaptive tests, each with unidimensional SPRTs.

3.

To investigate potential gains in the classification efficiency of SPRT in combination with MAT with an increasing number of measured dimensions and an increasing magnitude in the correlation between dimensions.

The article is organized as follows: Firstly, an overview of the main ideas of the MAT
approach of Segall (1996) is given. Secondly, the original SPRT is introduced, the extended SPRT approach of Armitage (1950) is presented, and the combination of the latter
with MAT is formally described. Thirdly, the methods of the present simulation study
are presented. Then, the results are reported and finally discussed.

Multidimensional adaptive testing
For MAT, Segall (1996) proposed a multidimensional Bayesian ability estimation method and a multidimensional Bayesian item selection method. In general, Bayesian methods consider the underlying parameters, for example, in adaptive testing the ability vector ș ș1}ș P for P dimensions, as random variables with a known distribution, that
is, the prior distribution. Thereby, previous knowledge or assumptions about the ability
distribution can be considered (Bernardo & Smith, 1994). The characteristics of the prior
distribution are often based on knowledge stemming from empirical studies carried out
with the same instruments in the past. Segall (1996) proposed to assume that the abilities
follow a multivariate normal distribution, ș ~ MVN ȝ, ĭ , with the mean vector ȝ , the
ĭ,
matrix
and the probability density
'
ª 1
º
(2S ) P / 2 | ĭ |1/ 2 exp «  ș  ȝ ĭ1 ș  ȝ » as prior distribution.
¬ 2
¼

variance-covariance

f ș

function
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Based on the Bayes Theorem, the ability vector ș is estimated using the posterior densif ș
ty function f ș | X L X | ș
containing information from the responses
f u

u

u1, }, ut given on t items. Here, f u is the marginal density function of u , and
t

L u|ș

P
i

ș

ui

1  Pi ș

1 ui

is the likelihood of the response pattern with Pi ș , the

i 1

probability of a correct response to an item i based on a multidimensional item response
theory model (MIRT model).
,QJHQHUDO0,57PRGHOVGHILQHWKHLQWHUDFWLRQEHWZHHQWKHWHVWWDNHU¶VDELOLWLHVDQGWKH
item characteristics expressed in the person¶VUHVSRQVHWRDQLWHP)UHTXHQWO\XVHG0,57
models assume that the items are dichotomous, that is, they have two score categories
(e.g., correct-incorrect answer; Reckase, 2009). The probability of a correct answer
ui 1 to a dichotomous item i conditional on the underlying ability vector ș is frequently expressed by the multidimensional three-parameter logistic model (M3PL model). For
the M3PL, Segall (1996) introduced:
Pi ș

Pi ui

1| ș

ci 

1  ci
1  exp ª¬  ai' ș  bi   º¼

.

(1)

The M3PL model in Equation 1 includes three types of item parameter, the discriminaai1 } aiP , the item difficulty bi , and the pseudo guessing parameter
tion vector ai'

ci . The 1 represents a P u 1 vector filled with 1s. Thus, the same item difficulty is used
for all dimensions measured. The multidimensional two-parameter logistic model (M2PL
model) does not account for a pseudo guessing parameter ( ci 0) . A non-zero entry in
the discrimination vector a i' indicates which dimension is measured with the item (i.e.,
the item loading).
As the Bayesian point estimate of ș , either the mean or the mode of the posterior distribution are commonly used. Because of its easier calculations, Segall (1996) proposed to
use the Bayesian modal estimator, that is, the maximum a-posteriori (MAP), which is
calculated from the maximum of the log posterior density function ln f ș | X . Since no
closed form solution is given for obtaining the maximum of the log posterior density
function, numerical estimation methods like the Newton-Raphson method have to be
used instead (see Segall, 1996).
Finding the maximum of the posterior density function also depends on the variancecovariance matrix ĭ of the prior density function. In the variance-covariance matrix, the
non-diagonal elements can differ from zero, that is, the covariances, which can be transformed into correlations. Using non-zero covariances or correlations for item selection
and ability estimation generally increases measurement efficiency (e.g., Segall, 1996;
Wang & Chen, 2004). Nevertheless, Reckase (2009) pointed out that usage of the Bayesian MAT approach as compared with the Maximum Likelihood MAT approach may
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result in poorer estimates when the correlations between the measured dimensions are
high and the abilities do not fit to the prior density function. Similar findings were reported by Diao (2009). Diao found that the ability estimates were pulled towards the
mean of the prior distribution. However, these effects are only of a relevant magnitude
for short tests. For longer tests, the information derived from the responses given becomes much more important and regressions to the centroid of the prior distribution are
minimized.
The item selection method of Segall (1996) is based on a maximum information criterion
which chooses the item from the item pool with the maximum of the determinant

W
Here, I ș, șÖ
I ș, ui*

I ș, șÖ  , ș, ui*  ĭ1 .

(2)

represents the information matrix of the items already administered,

is the information matrix of the candidate item i*. Segall (1996) showed that

when the item i* provides the maximum value of Equation 2, this leads to the largest
decrement in the volume of the Bayesian credibility ellipsoid. Thus, administering this
item provides the largest possible increase in the precision of the multidimensional ability estimate. The optimizing criterion Equation 2 is sometimes also referred to as a Doptimality criterion (i.e., D for determinant; Atkinson & Donev, 1992).

Sequential probability ratio test
The SPRT (Wald, 1945, 1947) is based on the principle of hypotheses testing. Reckase
(1983) modified the SPRT approach of Wald in order to classify individuals to one of
two categories which is also referred to, as mastery testing. For mastery testing, two
hypotheses are tested againVW HDFK RWKHU (DFK K\SRWKHVLV SRVWXODWHV WKH WHVW WDNHU¶V
membership in one of two mutually exclusive ordinal categories (e.g., pass or fail).
Based on a given set of responses, it is tested whether the test taker can be classified into
one of these two categories with an acceptable probability of misclassification (i.e., Į and ȕ -error), or whether more responses are needed to reach an acceptable error rate.
The categories are derived by setting cut scores on an underlying continuous ability
scale. Besides the pass-fail situation with only one cut score, more than two categories,
separated by more than two cut scores, can also be used (e.g., Spray, 1993). For each
FDWHJRU\ D K\SRWKHVLV ZKLFK SRVWXODWHV WKH WHVW WDNHU¶V PHPEHUVKLS LQ WKLV FDWHJRU\ is
formulated. In general, each hypothesis can be tested against each of the remaining hypotheses. With an increasing number of cut scores and categories, the number of possible
pairs of hypotheses increases. Since a single hypothesis test only compares two hypotheses with each other, using several cut scores requires testing a series of hypotheses
(Spray, 1993). Therefore, an overall test decision is needed. If an overall test decision is
only based on the decision of one hypothesis test, contradictory test decisions from the
other hypothesis tests may be disregarded (Wetherill & Glazebrook, 1986). To overcome
this problem, all hypothesis tests need a clear decision (Sobel & Wald, 1949). For this
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purpose, the SPRT approaches either of Sobel and Wald (1949) or of Armitage (1950)
can be applied.
However, when more than three hypotheses are considered, the Sobel-Wald approach
may also not be able to lead to a clear decision (Ghosh, 1970). Armitage (1950) described a solution to this problem. In general, the Armitage approach is applicable for
any number of hypotheses. The hypotheses need to be exclusive and ordered. In contrast
to the Sobel-Wald approach, with the Armitage approach, every hypothesis is tested
against the remaining hypotheses (Govindarajulu, 1981). Additionally, the overall test
only stops if all hypothesis tests stop simultaneously. Since the Armitage approach can
be used for any number of cut scores, in the following section(s), only this more general
approach is further elaborated upon.

The SPRT approach of Armitage
Before classifying with the SPRT, K cut scores șk  k } K have to be located on a
continuous ability scale, resulting in K  1 categories. Furthermore, indifference regions
(IRs) defined by an lower bound ș L, k and an upper bound ș U, k are set around each cut
score. The IR defines the region where no decision can be made, owing to measurement
fallibility (Eggen & Straetmans, 2000). These bounds are chosen based on experience,
that is, based on explorative studies (Thompson, 2007b). Often, symmetric bounds are
chosen for all cut scores with a fixed distance į !  representing the width of the IR, so
that șL, k șk  į and șU, k  șk  į .
With K  1 categories, K  1 hypotheses are considered. These lead to an overall of
§ K  1· 1
¨© 2 ¸¹ 2  K  ( K  1) different pairs of hypotheses. Each pair of hypotheses consists
of the hypotheses

H m : ș d șL, m

versus H n : ș t șU, n 1m  n ^} K  ` . The

1
 K  ( K  1) different pairs of hypotheses can be expressed in K independent test
2
statistics, that is, a likelihood ratio (Armitage, 1950). If all K tests concerning hypothesis
H m accept hypothesis H m , the overall test accepts hypothesis H m (Ghosh, 1970).

In order to further clarify the procedure, let us consider an example: Setting K 3 cut
scores leads to four categories and, therefore, to four hypotheses ( H1 : ș d ș1 ,

H 2 : ș1  T d ș2 , H3 : ș2  T d ș3 , and H 4 : ș3  T ). Each hypothesis postulates that the
test taker belongs to one of the four categories; hypothesis H1 , for example, postulates

§ 3  1·
that the test taker belongs to category one. Overall, ¨
© 2 ¸¹

1
 3 3  1
2

6 different

statistical tests need to be carried out. In order to decide which category the test taker
belongs to, the decisions from only three tests are needed. The overall test accepts cate-
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gory two, for example, if all three tests accept H 2 ( H1 : ș d șL,1 versus H 2 : ș t șU,1 ,
H 2 : ș d șL,2 versus H3 : ș t șU,2 , H 2 : ș d șL,2 versus H 4 : ș t ș U,3 ).

The test statistic used by the SPRT is a likelihood ratio criterion. The likelihood ratio
(LR) for the test between the two hypotheses H m : ș d șL, m versus H n : ș t șU, n 1

m  n ^1,}, K  1` is calculated by

LR m, n

L ș U, n 1 _ u
L ș L, m _ u

t

 Pș
 Pș
i 1 i

U, n 1

ui
ui

t

i 1 i



L, m

  Pi ș U, n 1
  Pi ș L, m

1 ui
1 ui



,

(3)



with the likelihood of the upper bound L ș U, n 1 _ u of the cut score being ș n1 and the
likelihood of the lower bound L ș L, m _ u of the cut score being ș m , given the response
pattern u

u1,}, ut to t administered items. This presented unidimensional SPRT uses

unidimensional item response theory models, like the unidimensional one-parameter
1

ª  H[S  ș  bi º (e.g., Hambleton & Swamina¬
¼
than, 1984) based on the IR-bounds ș ș U, n1 or ș șL, m .
logistic model (1PL model) Pi ș

To come to a decision, the LR m, n is compared to the values A and B. These values are
approximated with the nominal error Į and ȕ , for example, with Į ȕ  indicating
ȕ
1 ȕ
and B
(Wald, 1947). After administering an item,
1 Į
Į
a decision can be made about whether the test taker can be classified with acceptable
error rates or whether the test needs to be continued: If LR m, n ! A , the test classifies the

a 5% error level, as A

test taker into the category above the cut score ș n1 , or if LR m, n  B , the test classifies
the test taker into the category below the cut score ș m , but if B d LR m, n d A , no decision can be made and another item is administered.

Using SPRT for MAT
In multidimensional adaptive testing based on items with between-item multidimensionality, each item loads on exactly one dimension. For example, in a test measuring three
dimensions and allowing only 0s and 1s in the discrimination vector, ai' 0 0 1 represents an item i loading on the third dimension only. Considering the M2PL based on
Equation 1 (discarding the ci -parameter) leads in the exponent to

ai' ș  bi  1

'

 ș1 ș2 ș3   bi bi bi

'

ș3  bi . Thus, and as described by

Wang and Chen (2004), in the case of between-item multidimensionality, the M2PL is
equivalent to using a unidimensional 2PL for each of the measured dimensions.
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Based on this consideration, the SPRT can be implemented in MAT with between-item
multidimensionality as follows: In general, the number and the location of the cut scores
can be chosen differently for each dimension. To simplify matters, in this case, the same
number and location of cut scores is set for each dimension. For K cut scores on each of
the P dimensions, a cut score is identified by șkp  k } K  p }P .
Then, for a fixed width of the IR
ș

p
U, k

ș

p
k

į !  , the upper bounds are identified by

 į and the lower bounds by șL,pk

șkp  į . The multidimensional LR of

dimension p is calculated with the ability vector for the upper bound ș U,p k and the ability
vector for the lower bound ș L,pk with an entry on the position p of ș U,p k and ș L,pk , respectively. Since no decision is needed on the other P-1 dimensions, the P-1 entries in
the vectors ș U,p k and ș L,pk can be set to the provisional ability estimates

TÖ1,},TÖ p 1 ,TÖ p 1,},TÖP .
Following Equation 3 and the Armitage approach for testing two hypotheses
H(mp ) : ș( p ) d șL,pm versus H(np ) : ș( p ) t șUp, n 1, m  n ^1,}, K  1` against each other, the
likelihood ratio for the cut scores on dimension p is calculated as

LR

( p)
m, n

L ș U,p n 1 | X
L șL,pm | X

t

 Pș
 Pș
i 1 i

ui

p
U, n 1

t

i 1 i

p
L, m

ui

1  Pi șU,p n 1
1  Pi șL,pm

1 ui

(4)

1 ui

Since MAT with between-item multidimensionality only considers items measuring one
dimension and the MIRT model is reduced to a unidimensional IRT-model, Equation 4
simplifies to

LR

Here, u p

( p)
m, n

L ș U,p n 1 _ u p
L ș

p
L,m

_ up

tp

 Pș
 Pș
i 1 i
tp

i 1 i

p
U, n 1
p
L, m



ui , p

ui , p

  Pi ș U,p n 1
  Pi ș L,pm

1 ui , p

1 ui , p



(5)



u1, p , }, ut p , p represents the responses to the t p administered items loading

on dimension p. Note that in Equation 4 and Equation 5 the provisional ability estimate
is not included.

Method
Simulation study
To compare the performance of the two test algorithms, a MAT with multipleunidimensional SPRTs and several UCATs, each with a unidimensional SPRT, a simula-
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tion study was conducted. For this purpose, the combination of the SPRT approach of
Armitage (1950) and the MAT approach of Segall (1996) was examined using SAS 9.3.

Design
Four independent variables were varied: (1) the adaptive algorithm, (2) the number of
dimensions, (3) the correlation between the dimensions and (4) the number of cut scores.
For the comparison between several unidimensional and multidimensional tests,
UCAT and MAT were considered as the adaptive algorithm. For both test algorithms,
the items were assumed to load on exactly one dimension each, thus resulting in between-item multidimensionality. Since in UCAT items can only load on one dimension, this allows for unequivocal comparisons between MAT and UCAT, which would
not be possible if within-item multidimensionality would have been used. Since the
impact of the number of dimensions on the differences between MAT and UCAT with
SPRT regarding their performance is not known so far, tests comprising two dimensions (2D) or three dimensions (3D) were run. For UCAT, three independent unidimensional adaptive tests, each with a unidimensional SPRT, were simulated. Then,
two or three unidimensional adaptive tests were combined for tests measuring two or
three dimensions, respectively. The MAT condition was based on the M2PL model
and considered two or three dimensions. For MAT, the correlations between the dimensions were either assumed to be ȡ  or ȡ  . To recreate tests that classify
persons on power achievement levels, the tests had either one cut score ( ș1p
or four cut scores ( ș1

p

ș

p
2

ș

p
3

 , and ș

p
4

 ),

 ) on each

dimension with p ^1, 2, 3` . The levels of the correlations, as well as the number and
the values of the cut scores, were chosen to represent a broad range of test situations
that can be found in empirical studies. For the width of the IRs, į was set at 0.3, and
the nominal errors of the SPRTs were fixed at Į ȕ  . These values are frequently
used for SPRT.

Data generation
Three person parameter populations were generated, each assumed to be normally distributed. The first person parameter population was generated for the UCAT condition. A
total of 13,834 standard normal distributed parameters were generated for each of the
three dimensions. The second and third person parameter populations were generated for
the MAT condition. They were either assumed to be two-dimensional (2D) or threedimensional (3D). For the MAT condition, the person parameters were also assumed to
be multivariate normally distributed with a correlation of U .85 between the dimensions. Using the Cholesky decomposition, two or three of the standard normal distributed
parameter vectors from the UCAT condition were transformed into 2D or 3D, respectively, multivariate normally distributed parameters considering a correlation of U .85 .
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The item pool consisted of 300 dichotomous items for each dimension, with each item
measuring one dimension only. The difficulties of the items were assumed to be standard
normally distributed, bi ~ N 0,1 . Thus, sufficient items were available where most
simulees were located on the ability scale, that is, near the mean. The responses of the
simulees to the dichotomous items were either based the 1PL model (UCAT) or a M2PL
model (MAT).

Procedure
The person parameters, the item parameters and the responses were used to simulate tests
under the conditions specified by the research design. The first item was selected randomly from the item pool. Beginning with the second item, the next item was chosen in
order to maximize Equation 2. Abilities were estimated with the MAP estimator. For
each test condition, ten replications were simulated. Overall, the results were based on a
total of 138,240 tests. The test was terminated when either the simulees could be classified on the one dimension (UCAT) or on all the dimensions (MAT) being measured, or a
total of 30 items for each dimension had been administered. This led to a maximum test
length of 60 items (2D) or 90 items (3D). If one or more dimensions of an examinee
were located near a cut score, the maximum test length of 30 items for one dimension
was reached before a classification could be made. In order to classify a simulee in such
a case, the best possible decision had to be made based on the information at hand. If 30
items for a dimension were administered, the simulee was classified according to the
decision: if LR (mp, n) ! 1 the test accepts H (np ) , or if LR (mp, n) d 1 the test accepts H (mp ) (Spray
& Reckase, 1997). Spray and Rekase refer to such a decision as a truncated SPRT.

Dependent variables
In order to evaluate the goodness of classification with variable test length, the average
test length (ATL) and the percentage of correct classifications (PCC) were calculated as
dependent variables.
The ATL was calculated as the mean number of items t j needed for classification, averaged across n simulees and R replications , ATL

1 R n
6 r 16 j 1t j .
Rn

The goodness of classification in terms of the PCC was calculated as the average percentage of correct classifications. A correct classification for a simulee j on all dimensions P was indicated with m j 1 . The average percentage of correct classifications on
all measured dimensions was calculated using PCC 100 

1 R n
6 r 16 j 1m j .
Rn
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Results
The items in the item pool covered item difficulties from Min = -3.14 to Max = 4.00 with
M = 0.04 and SD = 1.01. The person parameters used in the MAT conditions covered the
range from -3.77 to 3.70 , and in the UCAT conditions from -3.77 to 3.98 .

Average test length
Although, for each dimension, a minimum of items was not required, for each measured
dimension, at least six items were administered in all tests. In the one cut score conditions, 25% (2D) or 15% (3D) of the simulees reached the maximum test length of 60
(2D) or 90 (3D) items, whereas in the four cut score conditions, 88% (2D) or 84% (3D)
reached the maximum test length. The mean ATL is shown in Table 1.
In general, the ATL was influenced by the number of cut scores. This goes along with
earlier findings for UCAT (e.g., Spray, 1993). The ATL increases if the number of cut
scores increases due to the increasing number of examinees located near a cut score. For
such examinees, more information is needed for a clear classification. For the one cut
score condition, the mean ATL was about 46.71 items for a 2D-test and 70.03 items on
average for a 3D-test. For the 2D-tests and the 3D-tests, this was approximately 78% of
the maximum test length of 60 items or 90 items, respectively. In the four cut score condition, per dimensional about six items more were needed for a 2D-test and a 3D-test.
This led to a mean ATL of 58.61 items for the 2D-tests and 87.89 items for the 3D-tests,
corresponding to 98% of the maximum test length of 60 items or 90 items, respectively.
Since the percentage of the maximum test length was comparable in the 2D-tests and the

Table 1:
Mean and Standard Deviation of Average Test Length by Number of Cut Scores, Algorithm,
and Correlation

2D
Number of cut scores
one

1

four

2

ȡ

M

SE

M

SE

UCAT

n.a.

47.20

0.06

70.87

0.07

MAT

.00

46.44

0.06

69.51

0.08

MAT

.85

46.47

0.07

69.62

0.10

UCAT

n.a.

58.68

0.02

88.00

0.03

MAT

.00

58.60

0.02

87.89

0.02

.85

58.54

0.02

Algorithm

MAT
1

3D

p

2

p

87.76
p
2

0.04
p
3

 ș
 ș
 ,
 , cut scores at ș1
Note. N 10 , cut score at ș1
ș4p  , ȡ = correlation between the dimensions, 2D = tests measuring two dimensions, 3D = tests
measuring three dimensions.
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3D-tests, the number of measured dimensions does not have a substantial influence on
the ATL. Note that the results of each dimension were not reported in order to avoid
redundancy of results. For a 2D-test or a 3D-test, the number of items for one dimension
was approximately 50% or 33% of the ATL, respectively.
When considering the one cut score conditions, ATL showed to be significantly higher
for UCAT compared to the two MAT conditions with either ȡ  or ȡ  . Note
that in this section, we speak of significant difference if the difference between two outcomes is larger than 1.96 SE . In the four cut score conditions, only in the MAT condition with ȡ  a significantly lower ATL than for UCAT is observed. Comparing the
two MAT conditions with each other, the magnitude of the correlation was not found to
cause substantial differences in the ATL.
The results of the 2D-MATs with ȡ  are also shown in Figure 1. Since the contour
plots for the MAT condition with no correlation or the UCAT conditions were similar to
the contour plots in Figure 1, only contour plots for the 2D-MAT condition with ȡ 
are shown. Figure 1 shows the observed ATL and PCC distribution as a function of the
(true) person parameters as contour plots. Since the person parameter distribution was
assumed to be multivariate normal, the plot appears to be an ellipsoid.
The contour plots for the ATL are in the first row. Dark areas represent high ATLs whereas light areas represent low ATLs. The first contour plot represents MAT with one cut
score. Examinees located near the cut score on either one or both dimensions showed the
highest ATL whereas examinees located far away from the cut score showed ATLs lower
than about 20 items. For the four cut score condition, the dark area has expanded since
the cut scores cover the range from -1.035 to 1.725. An ATL between 20 and 30 items
was also needed for examinees located far away from the cut scores.

Percentage of correct classification
When considering several dimensions and several cut scores with the approach of
Armitage, not only one SPRT but several SPRTs are needed, that is, multiple testing.
However, multiple testing leads to a lower overall goodness of classification than is
derived with only one test. Assuming independent tests, the expected goodness of classification considering P dimensions and K cut scores is calculated by 1  D

P K

(e.g.,

van Belle, 2002). Note that the desired confidence in the interval can be reached through
classical alpha correction (e.g., Bonferroni) with D * calculated from, for example,

0.95

1  D*

P K

when a confidence of 95% is needed. The resulting D * is generally

smaller than D .
Since we used the nominal error rate of D .05 , instead of alpha correction, for different
conditions in the simulation study, different PCCs were expected. For the conditions
including only one cut score, PCCs of 90.25% (2D-tests) or PCCs of 85.74% (3D-tests),
and for the conditions with four cut scores, PCCs of 66.34% (2D-tests) or PCCs of
54.04% (3D-tests) were expected.
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Figure 1:
Contour plots of ATL and PCC for the 2D-MATs ( ȡ  ) with either one cut score
p
( ș1p  ), or four cut scores ( ș1p ș2p ș3p  , ș4  )
as a function of the true abilities (Dimension 1, Dimension 2).
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Table 2:
Mean and Standard Error of Percentage of Correct Classification by Number of Cut Scores,
Algorithm, and Correlation

2D
Number of cut scores
one

1

four

2

ȡ

M

SE

M

SE

UCAT

n.a.

78.95

0.31

70.38

0.37

MAT

.00

79.41

0.31

74.07

0.41

MAT

.85

79.24

0.29

74.05

0.28

UCAT

n.a.

52.24

0.33

41.48

0.15

MAT

.00

49.80

0.28

44.79

0.55

.85

49.80

0.43

Algorithm

MAT
1

3D

p
1

2

p
1

45.03
p
2

0.24
p
3

 , cut scores at ș
 ș
 ș
 ,
Note. N 10 , cut score at ș
ș4p  ȡ FRUUHODWLRQEHWZHHQWKHGLPHQVLRQV' WHVWVPHDVXULQJWZRGLPHQVLRQV' WHVWV
measuring three dimensions.

The mean PCC is shown in Table 2. In all test conditions, the PCC was significantly
lower than the expected PCC. This might be due to the multivariate normal distribution
that located most examinees near a cut score. This often led to a truncated SPRT and,
therefore, to a higher probability of incorrect classifications. Note that in a previous
simulation study, we assumed uniformly distributed person parameters instead of normally distributed person parameters. In such a case, the observed PCC resembled the
expected PCC more closely. The results are not presented here because in empirical
studies person parameters are mostly not assumed to be uniformly distributed.
For the one cut score conditions, the PCCs of the 2D-tests were in the same order of
magnitude. However, when considering four cut scores, for MAT a substantially lower
PCCs is observed compared to UCAT. But in the 3D-tests which considered either one
or four cut scores, MAT always showed significantly higher PCCs than UCAT. For both
MAT conditions, ȡ  and ȡ  , the PCCs were in the same order of magnitude.
The contour plots for the PCCs are in the second row of Figure 1. Dark areas represent
high PCCs whereas light areas represent low PCCs. In both contour plots, considering
one or four cut scores, the low PCCs mirror the locations of the cut scores. Examinees
located near a cut score show very low PCCs. This can be clearly seen in the one cut
score condition. Here, most examinees are not located near the cut scores and, therefore,
correctly classified up to 100%. However, when looking at the four cut score condition,
the magnitudes of the person parameter distribution are located near the cut scores. This
leads to a low PCC (< 40%) for most examinees.
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Discussion
The purpose of the study was to evaluate the combination of multiple-unidimensional
SPRTs and MAT in comparison with using a unidimensional SPRT in conjunction with
several unidimensional adaptive tests. The study revealed small but interrelated effects
on the ATL and PCC. Two main effects and one interaction effect were found.
The first main effect was that of the number of cut scores on the ATL and PCC. The
more cut scores the test considered, the higher the ATL was, and the lower the PCC was.
This can be explained by the fact that with an increasing number of cut scores, the number of test persons with true abilities located near a cut score increased. For these test
persons, numerous items are needed for a clear test decision. This leads to long tests.
Moreover, the more cut scores are considered, the lower the expected PCC is because of
the increased probability of misclassifications with truncated SPRTs. This effect of the
number of cut scores on ATL and PCC is inline with the findings of Spray (1993) for
UCAT.
The second main effect was that of the used adaptive algorithm on the ATL. Overall,
using MAT resulted in a lower ATL than using multiple unidimensional adaptive tests.
Therefore, it can be concluded that classifying with MAT on several dimensions simultaneously leads to a decrease in test length compared to multiple unidimensional adaptive tests even though the differences are relatively small. Further reasearch should evaluate the practical significance.
The third effect was an interaction between the number of dimensions and the adaptive
algorithm on PCC. The results were not as clear as for the main effects. In all the 3Dtests, MAT outperformed UCAT in terms of the PCC for the one cut score condition and
the four cut score condition. Whereas, UCAT outperformed MAT in the 2D-tests with
four cut scores. But in the one cut score condition, MAT and UCAT showed a comparable PCC. Overall, it is assumed that higher PCCs are obtained when dealing with more
than two dimensions with MAT. Overall, MAT using an SPRT was superior to several
unidimensional adaptive tests for most test conditions.
Thus, dealing with multivariate normal distributed abilities, the results indicate that MAT
is advantageous in terms of a smaller ATL and a higher PCC compared to several
UCATs. Although even for MAT, the PCCs were not as high as the expected PCCs,
MAT might be a better choice instead of UCAT when individuals should be classified on
more than two dimensions simultaneously.
In general, it can be stated that the number of items needed and the probability of a correct classification for an individual depends mainly on the location of the examinee relative to the locations of the cut scores. This was also shown in Figure 1. When the number of cut scores is increased, a correct classification achieved with a classification
method like the SPRT goes along with high costs in terms of the number of items that
need to be presented. However, for short tests with numerous cut scores, the probability
of a high overall PCC is very low, even when MAT is used.
Nevertheless, the study has some limitations. Firstly, as described above, the proposed
approach is a multiple-unidimensional SPRT. For every dimension, one unidimensional
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SPRT was conducted with items each loading on one dimension only. Thereby, information from the items loading on other dimensions was ignored or was only indirectly
used by the item selection for two or three dimensions simultaneously. However, since
the likelihood ratio criterion cannot consider any information from the prior distribution,
in MAT with between-item multidimensionality the SPRT will always be unidimensional. Calculating the likelihood, for example, one chooses the ability vector which consists
of one bound of an IR for one dimension and the provisional ability estimation of the
other dimensions. Since a likelihood function is calculated as the product of the probabilities of correct responses to the administered items, the probabilities based on the provisional ability estimations would all be the same for both likelihoods used in the likelihood criterion and, for that reason, could be disregarded. The challenge for further investigations is to find SPRT approaches for MAT with between-item multidimensionality
which include information from all the items.
Secondly, for examinees located near a cut score, the number of items needed for a classification with acceptable probability of misclassification was substantially higher than
for examinees located far away from a cut score. With test conditions comparable to this
simulation study, Thompson (2009) found for SPRT striving for pass-fail decisions on
one dimension, allowing a maximum test length of 200 items, an ATL of 49.11 items was
needed to classify all examinees while testing. However IURP D SUDFWLWLRQHU¶V SRLQW RI
view, the tests should be as short as possible in order to reducing test load. Hence, a
maximum test length is needed. However, this leads to truncated SPRTs. When the maximum test length is reached, persons who cannot be classified with acceptable error rate
and have thus be placed in the most likely category. Therefore, in the present study a
maximum test length of 30 items for each measured dimension was chosen. This test
length might be reasonable for many operational tests and is also sufficiently large to not
lead to a high proportion of truncated tests. However, truncating SPRT will hardly ever
be necessary in realistic test settings. Hence, different methods for truncated SPRTs
should be developed and compared with each other. With UCAT, for example, the use of
stochastic curtailment has been discussed as an alternative approach for ending a classification test (e.g., Finkelman, 2008; Wouden & Eggen, 2009). With stochastic curtailment, the test stops if additional items might not lead to improved classification with the
SPRT.
Thirdly, we used estimation-based item selection. For the unidimensional SPRT, the
question about which item selection method is best for the SPRT ± estimation-based or
cut score-based ± has been intensively discussed. Cut score-based item selection choses
items which have the highest information at the cut score and lead to better discrimination between the lower bound ș L,pk and the upper bound ș U,p k (e.g., Thompson, 2009).
Dealing with several cut scores, the item with the highest information with respect to the
nearest cut score is selected (e.g., Eggen, 1999). Eggen (1999) compared choosing the
items according to maximum information at either the provisional ability estimate or the
nearest cut score. Dealing with relatively short tests ( d 25 items, Į ȕ  ), Eggen
reported a difference of less than one item between the ATL for both item selection
methods in favor of the estimation-based item selection. Thompson (2009) reported
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results preferring cut score-based item selection dealing with pass-fail SPRTs and variable test length with a maximum test length of up to 200 items. However, the focus of the
present study was on using the SPRT approach with the original approach of MAT
(Segall, 1996), without modifying the original MAT approach, especially the item selection method. Therefore, we used an estimation-based item selection, that is, the item with
the highest information with respect to the provisional ability estimation was administered. But as we used this item selection procedure for all test conditions, we had expected to find the same effects using cut score-based item selection, probably with shorter tests. Moreover, there are currently no studies that discuss item selection-based on cut
scores in the multidimensional ability space. With the transition from unidimensional to
multidimensional classification, for the choice of the nearest cut score, several criteria
are available. With several cut scores for each dimension, the nearest cut score could be
determined with a measure of distance, for example, the Euclidean distance or the Mahalanobis distance. Future investigations may examine other item selection methods for
using the SPRT with MAT in order to identify possibilities for further improving its
performance.
An interesting aspect of MAT as a classification instrument and an area of possible future research is its capability to use conjunctive or compensatory methods. This opens up
the possibility of focusing on single dimensions or of gauging the performance of the test
taker from a multidimensional viewpoint. Above all, tests combining the two classification methods could be developed. A test might, for example, measure four dimensions on
continuous scales but classify test takers on only two overall dimensions based on two of
the four dimensions. With such MAT classification methods, in combination with the
item characteristics (e.g., between-item multidimensionality versus within-item multidimensionality) and the underlying MIRT model, classification with MAT is much more
flexible than classification with UCAT. Taking also the findings of Spray et al. (1997)
into account, this study does not complete the investigation of the use of the SPRT with
MAT, but can be regarded as a further step towards enhancing the capability of classification with MAT.
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